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Foreword
Tasmanians are proud of the Hare-Clark electoral system that has been used to
elect members of the House of Assembly for more than a century. It is often
described as the most democratic system in use anyr;vhere'
However, Gw people appreciate that the system was fundamentally flawed before
it was amended in 1.979, through a pdvate member's bill introduced by Neil
Robson.
Neither Englishman Thomas Hare, who proposed the system in 1856, nor
Tasmanian Attorney-General, Andrew Inglis Clark, who modified it and secured
Parliament in 1896 took sufficient account of the
its approval by thetsmanian
so-called'donkey vote'.
Ballot paperswere printed with candidates'namesin alphabeticalorder and it was
the names at the top of the ballot paper that were often first selected by a number
of voters. Parliaments had disproportionate numbers of members with names
starting with A or B.
Neil Robson began a personal campaign to right these wrongs through a system
of rotating the names on the ballot papers, so that all candidates would have an
equal shareof the top position.
His proposal became known as the Robson Rotation and was backed by the
Labor Government and passedinto law in 1979.The rotation of names on ballot
papers is now widely used in many parts of the world and is also a feature of
Tasmanian elections for the Upper House and for councils.

Jim Bacon
Prernier ofTasrnania

Introcluction
The Hare-clark proportional electoral system has been part of the Tasmanian
scene for parliamentary elections since the earliest days of the 20th century. The
system is well known for its ability to reflect the interests of various groups who
stand for election to Parliament and has stood the test of time. Its successcan also
be gauged by its use in other jurisdictions such as Malta and the Australian Capital
Territory. The proportional electoral system also operates for the Australian
Senate.
This booklet by the Honourable Neil Robson seeks to explain in an elementary
way the operation of the Hare-Clark proportional electoral system and it gives
me much pleasure to see the Tasmanian Parliament being associated with this
publication.
M.R. Polley
Speaker

About the author
The Hon Neil Robson entered the House ofAssembly in December 1976.In
subsequent elections he topped the poll for all parties in fwo elections.
FIe became a Minister in 7982.Yery keen on electoral reform he had his private
bill on electoral reform passed in Novemb er 1979. Later known as Robson
Rotation. citizens Initiated Referenda was also a keen subject for Neil, which
eventually became another Private Biil but was beaten by one vote when
presented.
He was Chairman of the state's auditing committee, the Parliamentary Public
Accounts Comrnittee serving a record eleven years as Chairman.
He indicated he would not be standing again in october 1991 and ceasedto be
a member in February 1992 - a term of 15 years.
The Hon David Crean MLC
Theasurer of Tasrnania.
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I express my gratitude for the generosity of many people who have helped in the
preparation of this booklet.
Peter Bennison, Deputy Clerk of the House of Assembly and Dr. Bryan Stait,
Parliamentary Research Officer, have given of their knowledge and experience in
cornments and suggestions on successivedrafts.
Bruce T"ylot, Chief Electoral Officer for Tasmania has been a wonderful supply
of practical knowledge and the application of electoral matters'
Bogey Musidlak and Geoffrey Goode, National President and National Vice
President respectively of the Proportional Representation Society of Australia
have been towers of strength with suggestions and the use of material. Also, I am
grateful for the help of Terry Newman and Michael Tatlow.
The secretarial assistanceof Pam Fratangelo and Marylynn Connelley was a great
help in the preparation of text material.
Thanks to you all.
Neil Robson

Whydo we vote?
.

To elect representatives to Parliament

.

To take part in government.

'When

people live together in societies, democratic Parliaments provide them
with the means to elect their representatives to that Parliament. The means
provided is the vote, a method of choosing your member by way of a ballot paper
at an election. By exercising your vote, you are choosing a representative who you
believe will best reflect your views and policies the electors'support.
A good electoral system ensures that significant bodies of opinion in the
electorate are represented in the resultant Parliament. The result of an election
should also produce representation in the Parliament in proportion to the support
obtained from voters. The system may allow voters to select candidates for their
personal qualities, as well as for the policies they support.
Since 1925 federally, and since 1931 at State level, voting in Tasmania has been
compulsory.
Australia is the only English-speaking country in the world to have compulsory
voting. Most Australians appear to be comfortable with compulsory voting.
Supporters of compulsory voting believe that it has many benefits at social,
political and economic levels. It is argued that it helps to preserve
representativeness,political equality and to minimise the impact of elite power.
Opponents of compulsory voting often argue that a genuine democracy should
allow its citizens the freedom to choose whether or not they wish to vote.

Electoralsystems
Vhat is proportional

representation?

"Proportional Representation (PR) is the term which describesa group of
electoral systemsused to elect candidatesin multi-member electorates.IJnder
PR, parties,groups and independent candidatesare elected to the Parliamentin
proportion to their support in the electorate."
(ElectoralCouncil of Australia
http :/ / www.eca.gov.au,/systems,/proportional/proportion_rep.htm)

Proportional representation systems are used in thirry-eight
around the world.

other countries

When we talk of proportional representation (PR) in Australia we are usually
referring to Hare-Clark, other State upper houses or the Senate electoral system.
Almost a1l have multiple electorates and return a number of MPs in each
electorate.
The Hare-Clark system has been used for elections to the Flouse ofAssembly in
Tasmania since 1896, although initially only for the Hobart and Launceston areas.
It was introduced for all House ofAssembly elections in the State from 1907.The
Legislative Assembly of the ACT also adopted Hare-Clark for its elections in

1,992.
Results of elections under Hare-Clark are seen as reflecting the differing views
among the electors.The system attempts to ensure that if a majoriry of electors
in an electorate vote for a particular grouping of candidates, this grouping will
obtain a majoriry of seatsin that electorate.
Vhat

is first past the post?

First past the post is a voting method whereby the highest vote-getter is elected.
For example:
Candidate Flowe
Candidate Stent
Candidate Gregory
Candidate Jones
Total

3,000 primary votes
"
"
4,000
"
"
1,400
'c
'(
1,600
10,000 primary votes

30
40
14
16

%
%
%
%

Stent wins the seat with 4,000 votes, however 6,000 electors voted against this
candidate, therefore it can be argued that the result may not necessarily truly
reflect the will of the people. The first past the post electoral system is used in
England as well as in Canada where relatively small swings in voting patterns have
been known to virtually wipe out parties.

Single-member

electorates

The Federal House of Representatives, most State lower houses and the
Tasmanian Legislative Council all have preferential voting systems based on
single-member electorates. The following procedure is used to determine who
has been elected.
.

First, all the number one votes for each candidate are counted. If a candidate
obtains more than half the total formal fi.rst preference votes, that candidate
will be elected.

.

If, however, no candidate has more than half the votes, the candidate with
the fewest votes is excluded. This candidate's votes are transferred to the
other candidates according to the second preferences shown by voters on
their ballot papers.

.

If still no candidate has more than half the votes, the candidate who now has
the fewest votes is excluded and the votes are transferred according to the
next preference shown.This process continues until one candidate has more
than halfthe total votes and is declared elected.

electoralsystem
Hare-Clark
FIow Flare-Clark

works

Tasmania has five Federal electorates: Bass, Braddon, Denison, Franklin, and
Lyons, which return one member each to the federal lower house.
The same electorates are used for Tasmanian lower house elections but they
return five members in each electorate. This results in a total of twenfy-five
members being elected to the State House ofAssembly'
'With

five members in each electorate, and each electorate having approximately
66,000 electors,a candidate has to be favoured by approximately 11,000 voters to
be elected. This means that smaller parties and independents have to gain a
significant primary vote to stand a chance of being elected.
Parties and groups usually nominate more candidates than they expect to get
elected. This is done in order to provide a pool of candidates to contest any
recount 6e fill a vacarrcy as well as to retain votes within the party ticket for as
long as possible, rather than the vote going to another party or someone else.

The voters in a single transferable vote system are asked to rank candidates in
order of preference i.e. numbering one to at least five, in the caseof theTasmanian
example.After all first-preference votes are counted, any candidate who has more
first*preference votes than the quota is elected.
At each State election (held approximately every four years) a quota is needed for
each electorate depending on formal votes cast.
To calculate the quota, the number of formal votes is divided by one more than
the number of candidates to be elected (rounded up to the next whole number).
For the House of Assembly,the quota is one sixth or 16.7Yoof the formal votes.

Total formal votes

+1
Number

of seats * 1

Any surplus vote above a quota for a candidate is transferred to other candidates
in order of the votert preGrence.The transfer value is the number of surplus votes
for that candidate divided by that candidatet total vote. This value is always a
fraction of one.
Each ballot paper with a first preference for the candidate just elected is
transferred to the unelected candidate shown as the next preference on that ballot
paper, but at a fractional or lesser value equal to the transfer value, rather than a
full value of one vote.
For example, if the quota is 9,000 votes and the candidate just elected obtained
1,2,000votes, the surplus is 3,000 votes, which is then divided by the total votes
giving a transGr value of 0.25.This is then transGrred to those remaining in the
count according to the next availablepreferences(12,000 x 0.25 : 3,000).
Those still remaining in the count without a quota are successivelyexcluded (also
known as "the cut-up") and have their votes transferred according to the next
available preference, but at a transfer value equal to one or the value at which they
were received by the candidate. Each successiveexclusion removes the candidate
with the lowest number of votes, until another candidate receives a quota.
Once a candidate receives a quota the surplus is transGrred using the last parcel
at fractional value (Gregory Method);this is central to Hare-Clark.
Once again the candidates with the lowest votes are excluded.

This processis repeated until the desired number of candidateshas been elected.
In House of Assembly elections the last elected member in a division may be
elected without obtaining a quota. In fact in close results up to the last two
candidatesmay be elected without a quota.
During the distribution of preferences,some votes are excluded from the count
because they have aheady been used. A small number are lost due to rounding of
fractional numbers.A significant number of votes are "exhausted" towards the end
of the count as many ballot papers do not show a preference for any remaining
candidate.This is a consequence of voters not expressing a preference for all
candidates.
Who were the pritne

movers of the Tasmanian

electoral

systetn?

Thornas Hare
an English barrister who was an initial proponent of quotapreferential proportional representation, and whose writings
are recognised worldwide.
(Photograph reproduced with permission from Heritage
Collections, State Library of Tasmania)

Andrew Inglis Clark
introduced
who
the Tasmanian Attorney-General
in
1896.
law
Tasmanian
into
proportional representation
Heritage
(Photograph reproduced with permission from
Collections, State Library of Tasmania)

Neil Robson
a member of the House of Assembly who introduced and
had passeda Private Member's Blll (1'979) for the system
which became known as "Robson Rotation."

Dr George Flowatt
a lecturer in political science who came to Australia in the
1950s on a Fulbright scholarship to study the electoral
system inTasmania and became so fascinatedwith it that he
stayed on for many years, writing articles and papers
championing Hare-Clark.
(Photograph reproduced with permission from Special
Collections, lJniversiry of Tasmania Library)
Hare-Clark

- history

and developrnent

Tasmaniab Attorney-General in the 1890s was Andrew Inglis Clark. He was one
of a four-member committee of the first Australasian Convention of 1891 that,
on the SS Lucinda, drafted the bill to constitute the Comrnonwealth ofAustralia
which was adopted by that Convention. He strongly advocated proportional
representation (PR). He achieved legislation for PR elections for Tasmania's
House ofAssembly in 1896.The Hare-Clark system,changed to include recounts
for filling casual vacancies in 1918, is Australiat longest-established electoral
system. The Hare-Clark system so impressed Sir Gerald (later Lord) Strickland,
Governor ofThsmania 1.904-09,that he later, as Governor of Malta, promoted it
for the election of Malta's MPs. The Constitution of Malta now requires a 2/3
vote of Malta's MPs for abolition of its requirement for Hare-Clark.
In 1958 Dr George Howatt wrote a paper "Democratic Representation under the
Hare-Clark System - The Need for Seven-Member Electorates" (Parliamentary
Paper 28 of 1958). The paper was tabled by the Government in the House of
Assembly in support of its bill to change the number of MHAs per electorate
from the existing six to the recommended number of seven.This change was seen
as important as it meant that the group with the majoriry of votes in each
electorate also obtained the majoriry of seats,something not guaranteed when
there is an even number of candidatesto be elected in each electorate.His 1979
report "Voting - By Party Direction or Free Choice" opposed the "above the line
tick a box" ballot paper style that has developed for Senate elections.
The Thsmanian Government revised the electoral laws in the ElectoralAct 1985
with unanimous parliamentary support. Further minor amendments have been
made since 1985 and appearin the current version of the Act.
Since 1994 all local governments in Tasmania have used Hare-Clark PR, with
vacancies filled by recount. Since 1998 municipal ballot papers have also used
(Proportional Representation Sociery of Australia Robson Rotation:www.prsa.org.au)

Robson Rotation
Robson Rotation, enacted in 1979, is used for the elections of the Tasmanian
House of Assembly, the Tasmanian Legislative Council, all Tasmanian Local
Government, and the Legislative Assembly of the Australian Capital Territory. It
was also used for the 1995 referendum that succeeded in entrenchins Hare-Clark
in the ACT.
Part of that law,"the Robson Rotation", requires ballot papers to be printed in
different batches, of equal size, so that candidates' names appear equally in each
position in the columns. The rotation has the effect of minimising use of
organised "p^try tickets", and neutralises the unintended effects of 'donkey
voting'.
The rotation is completed in theTasmanian Electoral Ofice and the templates are
ofTasmania.Initially the laying out of the order of
sent to the PrintingAuthority
candidates' names on ballot papers was done manually. The task has now been
simplified by the use of a computer program. This ensures that when batches
arrive at the polling booth each stack has a different mixture of names on the
ballot paper.
The system is not limited to any number within a group. It can be used in single
member electorates as well as multiole member electorates.
Three ballot papers showing

the workings

1A

of Robson

Rotation
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What is a recount?
Where a member's seat is vacated either by death or resignation, the Hare-Clark
system normally requires a recount of votes rather than a by-election.After each
election the ballot papels are stored in case they are needed for a recount in the
following term. Candidates from the previous election are asked to noti6/
whether they wish to be included in the recount.
Only the ballot papers that were used to elect the vacating member are
distributed in the recount. These votes are distributed to contesting candidates.
The candidates receivins the fewest votes are excluded until a candidate receives
a majority (50% +1).
What happens when an election

is called?

.

The Premier of the day visits the Governor and requests that the House of
Assembly be dissolved and reasons are put forward to support the request.

.

The Governor and Premier have a formal sequence to adhere to. The
following is a brief outline of the procedure. This is contained in the
ConstitutionAct 1934 and ElectoralAct 1985.

.

Parliament is dissolved.

.

The Chief Electoral Ofhce notifies the day on which the rolls close for those
who have not enrolled as voters.

.

The Governor issuesa writ calling for an election, stating the day candidates
have to nominate by, the date of the poll, and the latest day for the return of
the writs, stating the successful completion of the matters ordered.

.

The Chief Electoral
nominations.

.

Candidates offer themselves for nomination.

.

Nominations close.

.

Initial positions on the ballot paper are determined.

.

The election must be held no more than 30 days after nominations close.

.

The election is held and primary votes are counted.

.

After checking and finalising the primary votes the "cut up" of remaining
votes begins, after waiting 10 days for postal votes to be received.

o

I declaration of the final count of votes is held.

Officer

publishes advertisements calling

14

for

Election timetable (House ofAssembM

(sections
48.69-76.87& 1,16)

Proclarnation dissolving the
Assembly published in the Gazette
or
expiry of the Assembly
term ofelection
Not les than 5 days
and
within 10 days*

Issue of the writ
(Issuedat 6pm)
Close of electoral rolls
(6pm on the day of the issueof the wtit)
Not les than 7 days
and
not more than 21 days

Not later than 60 days

Close of nominations
(noon)

from the issueofthe
writ

Not lessthan 14 days
and
not more than 30 days

Polling day
(8am-6pm)

Return of writ

*This period allows electors time to enrol or update thefu enrolment.All
enrolment changesmust be received by AEC DMsional Ofices or the
TasmanianElectoral Office before the closeof rolls (faxescan be accepted).

: Ths
manian ElectoralOffice
Source
The writs are returned to the Governor showing the names of those
members duly chosen to serve in the House ofAssembly for the following
term.
The Parliament is then required to meet within a certain time.
4E

Advantagesand disaclvantagesof Hare-Clark
Advantages
(-Where a comparison with another system helps, the single member electorate
system is chosen.)
.

Voting in Hare-Clark is simple: you need only vote for the number of seats
to be filled. No long list of candidates is compulsory.

.

Hare-Clark gives you a choice of party candidates.

.

Hare-Clark does not ensure safe seatsfor candidates.

.

Hare-Clark always provides an opposition. In single member electorates
where a single issue can dominate, most of, if not all, the seatscould be won
by one party. This is also possible with the Hare-Clark system but very
unlikely.

.

Up to 95Yoof votes are used to elect candidatesin Hare-Clark-

.

Allows voters to be represented by parry candidates of their choice.

.

Gives each party or group representation corresponding to its voting
strength.

o

I patry may lose sitting members but these may be replaced with members
of the same party chosen by the people with the paffy numbers remaining
intact.
'W'ith
Hare-Clark a party can advertise its policy and then the voters exercise
their choice as to the best candidateswithin particular electoratesto cany
out that policy.

.

Disadvantages
.

Hare-Clark is thought to be complex in application, and the length of the
counting process.

.

With multiple
rivalry.

.

It is hard to fix responsibiliry for decisions. In many casesall politicians get
blamed.

.

Some electors believe that a by-election would be preferred to a recount of
votes as it does allow electors a chance to indicate contemporary voting
wishes.

candidates, the system may breed intense internal party

g&

Selectglossaryof termsused
Forrnal

votes

A formal vote requires a number one in the square next to the favoured
candidate, then numbering in order of preference until the required number of
preferences are filled in. Under Hare-Clark inTasmania the minimum number of
preferences to be indicated on the ballot paper is the number of seatsto be filled.
Voters are encoulaged to ensure their votes have maximum effect by numbering
the entire ballot paper.
Voting

trends

Most trends are known on election day.Of course time must be allowed for postal
and absentee votes.The total count may take up to fwo weeks.
Party ticket
This generally refers to a ranked list of candidates that is used to decide which
candidates are elected.The proportion of votes each parry receives determines the
number of candidates from this list who are elected.
Donkey

vote

"The term used to describe a ballot paper marked with preferences for candidates
without consideration of their policies or abilities. A classic donkey vote is one
which records preferences straight down the ballot paper in the same order as the
names printed.", ffictorian Electoral Commission
http :/ /wwwvec.vic. gov.aulGlossary/WP-Glossary.htm)
Preferential

voting

"The term "preferential voting" means voters can indicate an order of preferences
for candidates on the ballot paper, ie. who they want as their 1st choice, 2nd
choice and so on."
(Electoral Council of Australia
http: / / www.eca. gov.aulsystems/singl e/by -category / prefetenti"l.ht-)
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